
Versatile Track SystemTM

VTS TM

“Unleash
the Performance!”



Convert ANY skid steer to the Versatile Track SystemTM

Maximize Skid Steer
Performance
Your skid steer can have more performance than you’ve ever
imagined.  All it takes is the Versatile Track SystemTM (VTSTM)
and under an hour for the conversion.  With the VTS suspended
rubber tracks, your skid steer has significantly more traction and
stability.  Work faster, harder and in more ground conditions than
ever before.  Adding VTS is the quickest, most economical way
to expand the range of jobs your skid steer can handle.

Double Skid Steer
Versatility
Get the versatility of two machines in one when
you add the VTS to your skid steer.  Work in
extreme conditions that used to require a
compact track loader.  VTS quickly pays for it-
self by letting your skid steer take on more jobs
and get them done faster than ever before.

Minimize Your
Operating Costs
When you sometimes need a rubber track
loader instead of a skid steer, the VTS can give
you the best performance, most versatility, and
the lowest possible operating costs.  Optimize
your skid steer by changing from tires to
suspended rubber tracks as needed.  Minimize
machine depreciation, get the lowest track
maintenance and repair costs and maximize
your current machine investment.

Simple
Installation

Fully sealed bearings for
minimal maintenance

High-performance torque

Operates with 2-speed
machines

Uses improved ride/traction
rubber track with proprietary
multi-fit design

Low ground pressure

Independent bi-directional torsion
suspension provides improved
operator comfort and increased
traction

Adjustable components designed
to fit wheelbases from 35 - 55
inches
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Jack-up skid steer and
remove tires

Transfer VTS to
machine
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Torque all wheel nuts
to 190 ft/lbs

Align the front hub
assembly and bolt on

Align the drive
sprocket on the VTS
with the rear drive axle
of the skid steer and
bolt on


